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INTRODUCTION
A great season for the Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge came to a close at Oulton Park 
on 12th October where a very healthy 19 cars rolled out of the Assembly Area for 
qualifying. As many as 32 drivers have raced with us during the course of 2019 - the 
championship remains very strong.

Battle took place on the all action Fosters layout which is the third configuration of 
the Cheshire circuit we have used this season.

With qualifying starting at 08:50 and the second of two races finishing shortly after 
1 pm, there was plenty of time for drivers to reflect an enjoyable year just gone 
during the afternoon.
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The final qualifying session of the season was 
an ultra-close affair. With an early start, the 
circuit was still very damp which meant grip 
was at a premium. Despite this, amazingly the 
fastest 4 cars – all of which were Class A XR2s 
– set times that were within 0.1 secs of each 
other.
It took a few laps for the drivers to get heat 
into their tyres and before everyone was 
completely up to speed the red flags came 
out after Mark Noble came to rest in the tyres 
on the inside of Druids. He lost the rear of his 
Fiesta Si as he rounded the fast bend at Water 
Tower where, added to the moisture 
generated by mother nature, another car had 
dropped oil. The resulting greater rotation 
than planned caused Noble to clip the armco 
that runs close to the track on the left-hand 

side which pitched him off to the right and 
into the barriers which prevent out of control 
cars re-joining the circuit on the exit of 
Druids.
The only Si on the timesheets was out of the 
day’s two races due to a couple of corners on 
the car being “mashed” plus damage to the 
steering however Noble earnt enough points 
during the season to seal the Class C title.
For most of the session Adam Brown topped 
the timing screens but on the last flying lap 
before the red flags came out a locked brake 
caused him to run wide at one point. With 
the track conditions improving all the time 
Greg Speight was able to pip him to pole by 
just under 3 hundredths of a second, 
crossing the line right on Brown’s bumper.

Will Heslop would be fourth on the race 1 
grid. He was frustrated when qualifying was 
brought to a halt early as he deliberately 
used a set up that was sub-optimal for the 
slippery tarmac that prevailed when the 
runners initially took to the track as he 
expected the conditions to improve and 
enable him to go much faster in the closing 
stages of the 15 minutes. He found himself 
classified just 0.061 secs behind third placed 
Mike Heath who, this time last year, was 
winning the title.
Another for whom qualifying didn’t go as 
planned was Justin Roberts. Hoping to find 
clear track, the ST driver waited until 
everyone else had left the Assembly Area but 
this proved to be a big mistake as his 
progressed was hampered by traffic and 
spinning cars. Given these problems, he was 

happy to be fifth in the classification – less 
than a second from pole.
Starting the opening encounter alongside 
Roberts would be another ST. This was in 
the hands of Chris Rowlands who had 
enjoyed one of his better qualifying 
performances.
Despite running on a dry set up, Jason 
Hennefer was the fastest Escort XR3i in 
seventh overall; a tenth and half ahead of 
his closest Class B rival, Ryan Bowron.
Following these two Escorts, another pair 
of STs rounded out the Top Ten. Matt 
Spencer had been focussing hard on 
keeping his car pointing in the correct 
direction due to the difficult conditions 
while Paul Brettell had just got his tyres 
warmed up ready for a quick lap when the 
red flags came out.

Greg Speight mastered the slippery conditions of qualifying to take pole (…but only just!)

Qualifying
SLIPPERY SPEIGHT

Despite running a dry set up, Jason Hennefer was fastest in the XR3i Class
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Qualifying Statistics
POSITION NUMBER CLASS NAME  �  � �TIME ON LAPS GAP DIFF MPH

1 5 A Greg SPEIGHT Fiesta XR2 01:22.9 6 7 71.82 � �

2 56 A Adam BROWN Fiesta XR2 01:22.9 6 7 0.029 0.029 71.79

3 18 A Michael HEATH Fiesta XR2 01:23.0 7 7 0.061 0.032 71.76

4 25 A William HESLOP Fiesta XR2 01:23.0 6 7 0.1 0.039 71.73

5 70 D Justin ROBERTS Fiesta ST 01:23.7 6 6 0.834 0.734 71.1

6 77 D Christopher ROWLANDS Fiesta ST 01:24.6 6 6 1.655 0.821 70.41

7 21 B Jason HENNEFER Escort XR3i 01:25.5 5 6 2.6 0.945 69.63

8 57 B Ryan BOWRON Escort XR3i 01:25.7 4 6 2.752 0.152 69.51

9 86 D Matthew SPENCER Fiesta ST 01:27.2 6 6 4.339 1.587 68.25

10 92 D Paul BRETTELL Fiesta ST 01:28.0 6 6 5.133 0.794 67.63

11 23 E Robert OTTEWILL Fiesta XR2 01:28.3 6 6 5.413 0.28 67.42

12 35 D Ron LOFFSTADT Fiesta ST 01:28.5 6 6 5.636 0.223 67.25

13 99 C Mark NOBLE Fiesta Si 01:28.6 3 3 5.692 0.056 67.2

14 12 E Matthew MORTON Fiesta XR2 01:28.7 6 6 5.779 0.087 67.14

15 2 E Nick NAYLOR Fiesta XR2 01:29.9 6 6 7.018 1.239 66.21

16 15 E Andy MELLOR Fiesta XR2 01:30.1 6 6 7.195 0.177 66.08

17 44 B Lewis BOWRON Escort XR3i 01:30.2 5 6 7.276 0.081 66.02

18 7 B Peter FUTERS Escort XR3i 01:31.8 6 6 8.874 1.598 64.87

19 48 A Tony MUMFORD Fiesta XR2  � � 1 � � �
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Faces of the Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge

Two
Gallons!
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Race 1

There was quite a dry line through the left-
hand side of the grid but unfortunately for 
Greg Speight pole position was on the still-
slippery right. Furthermore, he admitted to 
making a poor start, and Adam Brown was 
untroubled as he took lead into Old Hall with 
Will Heslop blasting up to second from fourth 
on the grid. Mike Heath pushed Speight down 
to fourth and this became fifth when Justin 
Roberts swept round his outside at the first 
corner. Such was his momentum Roberts was 
also able to demote Heath as the field sped 
down The Avenue.
With a healthy advantage in the Overall 

Championship standings, Heslop had come 
into this race relaxed and confident – 
especially as the onus was on his rivals to get 
a win to catch him up. The perfect getaway 
meant he was in position to put the leader, 
Brown, under pressure although he had no 
intention of making a risky manoeuvre in a 
rash bid for victory.
Their battle came to a head a few laps from 
the end when a locked brake caused Brown to 
“under rotate” as he turned into Fosters. He 
ran wide exiting the corner ending up on the 
grass alongside the unused Hislops complex 
which allowed to Heslop to zap by – his plan 

had worked! …or so he thought!
Adam rejoined just ahead of the third placed 
driver which, by this stage, was Speight rather 
than Roberts. The still damp track made life 
difficult for the ST driver due to the absence 
of an LSD robbing him of mid-corner pace 
and so, rather than chase down the leaders, 
he had to focus on holding off Speight after 
the latter passed Heath on the run down to 
Lodge on the opening lap courtesy of a 
superior exit from Druids.
With Speight then held up by Roberts, Heath 
filled his mirrors and bobbed up on the 
outside of the fourth placed car approaching 

Lodge a couple of times, briefly getting 
ahead at one point.
When he wasn’t fending off Heath, Speight 
was carrying far more speed than Roberts 
through Old Hall but The Avenue wasn’t 
quite long enough for him to complete the 
pass before Cascades was reached. 
Eventually, he took advantage when Roberts 
ran wide at Lodge with Heath following him 
through.
Due to making this pass, Speight was the 
next on the scene when Brown recovered his 
place on the racing line after his brief 
excursion.   With   the  erstwhile   leader  still 

REDS LET
BROWN WIN

The appearance of red flags meant Adam
Brown (56) took the win on count back
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getting up to speed, Speight couldn’t avoid 
contact. As all this unfolded, Heath tried to 
seize the moment to leap-frog from fourth to 
second by passing the pair of them up Clay 
Hill but things went horribly when he and 
Speight tried to occupy the same piece of 
tarmac. The resulting contact sending both 
into the barriers with the cars coming to rest 
underneath the footbridge at the top of the 
rise.
This was quite a major impact and the red 
flags came out to enable the marshals and 
rescue crew to attend the scene.
The results were declared on count back at 
which point Brown was still leading from 
Heslop however second was enough to give 
the latter the Overall title. As Speight and 
Heath were both disqualified, Roberts 
completed the podium positions. Further 
down the order, Andy Mellor was also 
excluded from the results.
In fourth, second in the ST Class, was Chris 
Rowlands who reported that his race had gone 
well with no issues. Behind Rowlands was the 
Class B battle. Initially, Jason Hennefer had the  
upper hand but Ryan Bowron demoted him on 
lap 5 and quickly established a 2 secs 
advantage. Just before the race was halted, 
Hennefer retired in the pits with driveshaft 
failure.
Matt Spencer started from the wetter side of 
the grid and the resulting wheelspin cost him 
a couple of places. A pass on Paul Brettell at 
Old Hall meant he would be classified sixth. 
Brettell remained on the bumper of his fellow 
ST driver as he enjoyed the responsiveness of 
these easy-to-drive cars and was only a 
couple of tenths behind at the end of the 
crucial ninth lap at which point the results 
were declared.
Ron Loffstadt in his ST overtook Rob Ottewill’s 
XR2 to move up to eighth but it all nearly 
ended in disaster soon afterwards when 

Ottewill, who finished the race with his car 
stuck in gear, ran wide exiting Cascades where 
he lost control on the wet grass and shot back 
across the track narrowly missing Loffstadt’s 
car. He recovered but was running behind 
Lewis Bowron’s XR3i and the XR2 of Class E 
rival Matthew Morton when the red flags came 
out but the count back meant he moved back 
ahead of these two cars in the final 
classification.
Like many others, Morton was just about to 
start pushing in qualifying when Noble’s crash 
halted the action. Matt had a busy race losing 

a few places and then gaining them. Andy 
Mellor got through at Old Hall but spun 
narrowly missing Matt. Morton then had to 
avoid Peter Futers XR3i when it shed a wheel 
at Fosters before having a great battle with 
Lewis Bowron’s Escort. The Class B car was 
ahead, in tenth overall, when the results were 
declared.
Another of Morton’s Class E rivals, Nick 
Naylor, had quite a dramatic morning when 
he crashed at Old Hall due to a total lack of 
grip. Then, when checking his car before race 
1, he noticed that the fan belt had come off 

due to a failed bearing.
With that fixed, Naylor was right on Morton’s 
bumper when Futers’ three-wheeled car 
gyrated. Unsighted, he had to jump on the 
anchors and bring his XR2 to a halt as he 
narrowly avoided contact. The Fiesta had been 
burning oil throughout the race and when the 
engine began emitting horrid sounds he 
decided to pull into the pits. This seems to 
have been a wise move as, when checked back 
in the paddock, the oil level was very low.

Chris Rowlands was classified fourth. He
had “no issues” during the race
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POSITION NO. CLASS NAME  �  � �LAPS TIME GAP DIFF MPH BEST ON

1 56 A Adam BROWN Fiesta XR2 9 11:51.1 � � 75.36 01:17.3 8

2 25 A William HESLOP Fiesta XR2 9 11:51.4 0.271 0.271 75.33 01:17.1 7

3 70 D Justin ROBERTS Fiesta ST 9 11:53.6 2.484 2.213 75.1 01:17.5 7

4 77 D Christopher ROWLANDS Fiesta ST 9 12:07.8 16.694 14.21 73.63 01:18.2 9

5 57 B Ryan BOWRON Escort XR3i 9 12:11.2 20.055 3.361 73.29 01:18.4 8

6 86 D Matthew SPENCER Fiesta ST 9 12:16.3 25.223 5.168 72.78 01:19.0 9

7 92 D Paul BRETTELL Fiesta ST 9 12:16.5 25.437 0.214 72.76 01:19.4 9

8 35 D Ron LOFFSTADT Fiesta ST 9 12:30.1 39.045 13.608 71.44 01:20.7 9

9 23 E Robert OTTEWILL Fiesta XR2 9 12:30.6 39.533 0.488 71.39 01:20.8 8

10 44 B Lewis BOWRON Escort XR3i 9 12:41.8 50.693 11.16 70.34 01:20.1 9

11 12 E Matthew MORTON Fiesta XR2 9 12:43.3 52.206 1.513 70.2 01:19.8 8

 �  �  �  � � � � �  � � � � � �

NOT 
CLASSIFIED

 � � � � � � �  � � � � � �

DNF 21 B Jason HENNEFER Escort XR3i 8 11:06.61 Lap 1 Lap 71.46 01:19.8 7

DNF 2 E Nick NAYLOR Fiesta XR2 8 11:39.51 Lap 32.924 68.09 01:21.7 7

DNF 7 B Peter FUTERS Escort XR3i 3 04:31.16 Laps 5 Laps 65.88 01:26.5 3

DQ 5 A Greg SPEIGHT Fiesta XR2 0  � � � � � �

DQ 18 A Michael HEATH Fiesta XR2 0  � � � � � �

DQ 15 E Andy MELLOR Fiesta XR2 0  � � � � � �

 � � � � � � � �  � � � � � �

FASTEST 
LAP

 � � � � � � �  � � � � � �

25 A  �HESLOP Fiesta XR2  � 7 01:17.1 77.23mph 124.3kph  �

70 D  �ROBERTS Fiesta ST  � 7 01:17.5 76.87mph 123.72kph  �

57 B  �BOWRON Escort XR3i  � 8 01:18.4 75.93mph 122.2kph  �

12 E  �MORTON Fiesta XR2  � 8 01:19.8 74.61mph 120.07kph  �

Race stopped by red flag. Cars 5, 15 & 18 not running at time of red flag



Race 2

With the Overall Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge 
and Class A titles in the bag, Will Heslop was 
looking to make it a full house by adding the 
Champion of Oulton as he slotted into second 
at the start behind Adam Brown who once 
again had a rapid getaway.
Justin Roberts was confident of a good 
performance as he lined up third on the grid 
because his ST was far better suited to the 
drier conditions although initially fellow Class 
D runner, Chris Rowlands, got the jump on 
him. He only held third position for one corner 

as Roberts got better drive out of Old Hall and 
blasted past down The Avenue – indeed he 
was putting Heslop and Brown under pressure 
when the field reached Cascades.
At the end of lap one Roberts was smiling to 
himself and thinking this could be his race - 
the car felt fantastic compared to earlier. His 
optimism seemed to be well founded as he 
passed Heslop as they crested Hill Top. By the 
time the leading trio reached Lodge, Roberts 
was right on Brown’s bumper. A great exit 
from the corner allowed him to move ahead at 

Old Hall. He then pulled away as Brown 
focussed on holding off Heslop.
With the pressure no longer on our new 
champion he was able to enjoy himself even 
more than usual and take a few chances. This 
was displayed when he daringly ran side-by-
side with Brown for a few corners before 
passing around the outside at Old Hall. The 
pair made slight contact and Heslop had to 
hold on to quite a dramatic sideways moment.
Now up to second, Heslop focussed on 

catching the leader, Roberts. With no points 
haul to worry about Will had the hammer 
down and was driving flat out.
As the race drew to a close, although he could 
see the champion-elect closing in, Roberts 
was confident of being able to hold on until 
the finish however on the penultimate lap the 
leader lost momentum up Clay Hill having had 
to deal with a back-marker at the apex of 
Knickerbrook. By the time he reached Druids, 
Heslop was right on his bumper and 
approaching Lodge his  pursuer  made a move 

SIDEWAYS TO GLORY

With the overall title in the bag, Will
Heslop threw caution to the wind in
race 2. Here he pitches his car side-
ways while passing Adam Brown
around the outside at Old Hall
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down the inside which distracted Roberts and 
caused him to run wide. With better speed 
exiting the corner a delighted Heslop pulled 
alongside Roberts’ driver’s door as they blasted 
past the pits before completing the overtake at 
Old Hall to finish the season with another win to 
add to his three titles.
Brown brought the AC Valve Alliance Fiesta 
home in third. He was concerned about there 
being damp patches under the trees and so had 
opted for a semi-dry set up which caused his 
front tyres too overheated after 5 laps meaning 
he couldn’t offer a challenge to the leaders.
Another title winner who finished the season in 
fine style was Matt Spencer who only had to 
finish to claim Class D. After a much better start 
than earlier in the day, he latched on to the back 
of Chris Rowlands’ similar ST. Spencer tried 
everything he knew to get by to take fourth 
overall but Rowlands held on. Matt was 
delighted nonetheless having thoroughly 
enjoyed the race and, indeed, the entire season 
as he finished all 14 rounds. He passed on his 
thanks to Dave Fairclough for his preparation 
skills and his father, John, for his support in 
running the car.
The Rowlands/Spencer battle was in fact a four-
way fight for much of the race with Ryan Bowron 
and Paul Brettell joining in their fun until Bowron 
attempted a move at Knickerbrook. His tight line 
caused him to spin although he rejoind to finish 
eleventh, just behind his brother – Lewis. By 
being the third XR3i to take the flag Ryan 
clinched the Class B championship.
Brettell also had a small off at Fosters but then 
set his fastest lap as he reeled in Rowlands and 
Spencer once more.
Having fixed the broken driveshaft which 
brought a premature end to his earlier race, 
Jason Hennefer motored up the order from 
twelfth on the grid to finish seventh – taking the 
XR3i spoils in the process and second in the 
Championship for that category. Testament to 

the amount to overtaking Hennefer has done 
this season, he received the trophy for the 
most places gained.
Rob Ottewill had also been busy during the 
lunch break fixing the gearbox that thwarted 
him during the morning’s encounter. A drive 
around the paddock gave him cause for hope 
that all was well but as soon as this contest 
got underway he found himself stuck in 
fourth and this led to a repeat of the race 1 
incident where he ran wide at Cascades 
before spinning towards the piece of track 
that Ron Loffstadt was occupying. This time 
contact was made and Ottewill suffered a fair 
amount of bodywork damage but continued 
until the end to be the final finisher despite 
being unable to change gear.
As this incident occurred on the opening lap, 

Loffstadt had time to work his way back up the 
order to finish eighth albeit he had to fight 
through a fierce battle for Class E honours. 
Matt Morton took this category both in the 
race (where he was ninth overall after a 
thrilling dice with the XR3i of Lewis Bowron) 
and in the Championship standings.
Morton had ceded a place to L. Bowron on the 
opening lap when he took avoiding action 
when Ottewill lost control. They swapped 
places back and forth until L. Bowron locked 
up and ran wide at Fosters on the last lap. At 
least Lewis had the consolation of holding off 
his brother, Ryan, at the line.
Nick Naylor had been in the thick of this fight 
until the closing stages when a hesitation in 
his engine manifested itself, especially in 
corners. This reduced his lap times and put 

him into the clutches of Andy Mellor who he 
just about managed to hold off at the line. 
Some last-minute engineering was required by 
Naylor before this race as he noticed his 
engine was looking a little lob-sided. This was 
due to an engine mount being worn out.
One driver who didn’t take part in either race 
was Tony Mumford after his engine blew at 
Druids at the start of qualifying. Mike Heath 
generously loaned him his spare engine and 
thanks to the help of many in the paddock it 
was fitted in time for him to take part in race 
2. Tony was looking forward to charge up 
from the back of the grid but the car refused 
to engage gear so that was the end of a very 
frustrating season for him.

Justin Roberts felt optimistic of taking
the win but Will Heslop had other ideas
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Race 2 Statistics
POSITION NO. CLASS NAME  �  � �LAPS TIME GAP DIFF MPH BEST ON

1 25 A William HESLOP Fiesta XR2 12 15:11.3 78.4 01:14.6 9 � �

2 70 D Justin ROBERTS Fiesta ST 12 15:11.8 0.551 0.551 78.36 01:14.7 10

3 56 A Adam BROWN Fiesta XR2 12 15:15.1 3.837 3.286 78.08 01:15.1 8

4 77 D Christopher ROWLANDS Fiesta ST 12 15:28.9 17.636 13.799 76.92 01:16.2 9

5 86 D Matthew SPENCER Fiesta ST 12 15:29.5 18.174 0.538 76.87 01:16.0 9

6 92 D Paul BRETTELL Fiesta ST 12 15:29.7 18.388 0.214 76.85 01:15.6 12

7 21 B Jason HENNEFER Escort XR3i 12 15:45.0 33.679 15.291 75.61 01:16.8 7

8 35 D Ron LOFFSTADT Fiesta ST 12 15:53.0 41.717 8.038 74.97 01:16.7 7

9 12 E Matthew MORTON Fiesta XR2 12 15:56.5 45.256 3.539 74.7 01:17.8 11

10 44 B Lewis BOWRON Escort XR3i 12 15:57.9 46.612 1.356 74.59 01:17.3 7

11 57 B Ryan BOWRON Escort XR3i 12 15:58.5 47.243 0.631 74.54 01:16.3 3

12 2 E Nick NAYLOR Fiesta XR2 12 16:13.8 01:02.5 15.232 73.37 01:18.7 7

13 15 E Andy MELLOR Fiesta XR2 12 16:13.8 01:02.5 0.031 73.37 01:18.7 12

14 23 E Robert OTTEWILL Fiesta XR2 11 16:32.51 Lap 1 Lap 65.99 01:21.3 2

 �  �  �  � � � � � � � � � � �

FASTEST LAP  � � � � � � � � � � � � �

25A William HESLOP Fiesta XR2 9 01:14.6 79.84mph 128.5kph  � �

70D Justin ROBERTS Fiesta ST 10 01:14.7 79.74mph 128.33kph  � �

57B Ryan BOWRON Escort XR3i 3 01:16.3 78.05mph 125.61kph  � �

12E Matthew MORTON Fiesta XR2 11 01:17.8 76.51mph 123.13kph  � �
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This report was produced by

www.gramtext.co.uk

Visit www.bournephotographic.co.uk for hundreds of images from this meeting!!
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